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Chief Business Development Officer (Global)
Agile is increasingly getting into Board Room and Leadership agendas and conversations globally and we see Robin joining Akaditi at

this moment as incredibly timely. Akaditi has three (3) focus areas 1. Technology 2. Consulting (Agile, Digital and

Transformation) and 3. Global Events. Agility is the common thread that runs through all three (3) focus areas.

Robin joins Akaditi with an awesome track record spanning a few decades. Yes, he looks really young but he’s not a spring chicken.

Robin is a Senior Consultant and Entrepreneur with over 20 years experience helping organisations transform and achieve higher levels

of agility and he has run a multi million dollar Enterprise out of the UK and St. Kitts & Nevis (Caribbean). He is a trained Scientist with

a unique ability to connect Science, Technology and Business. His skills and personality allow him to smoothly implement Agile into all

business levels from the Shop floor to the Board Room.

A calm, courageous, committed Enterprise Agile Consultant and Scrum Master with a focus to assist enterprises realise their goals

through sustainable change, carefully considering business challenges, consistently aligning them to the vision and values of the

Organisation.

Akaditi www.Akaditi.com is a leading Agile Organisation registered in the UK and Ghana;

• offering consulting on Organisation Transformation, Digital Transformation and Transitions to higher levels of Agility with Evidence

Based Management a dn the Akaditi Agility Framework

• offering a set of training and coaching on Agile for Leadership, Agile for Management and Agile for Teams on the Shop floor

• using Agile ways of working to Set up and Run Transformations, Turn around failing Programmes and Projects and Kick off new

projects

• offering Training, Coaching and Tooling to both the Private and Public Sectors

Akaditi is a leader in promoting Agile Events in the UK www.Scrumdaylondon.com and Africa www.agileinafrica.com

Akaditi owns and operates a Tech Space for Innovations and a Fintech / e-commerce Company, one of our Products is

www.sokopay.com we are building technology solutions to solve complex problems for the African and global markets using cutting

edge Agile practices and Technology. Robin will be working across our three (3) focus areas.

Akaditi is proud and really excited to have Robin R. Lawrence join us. A huge step for Business globally with special emphasis on Africa,

Europe and the Caribbean. Akwaaba. Welcome.

Visit.www.akaditi.com

Robin R. Lawrence

http://www.akaditi.com/
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